FEATURES OF THE MHS
ONLINE ASSESSMENT
CENTER +
The new online portal features many innovations that
make conducting assessments as easy as possible!
Exciting new features include:
Pay by report, not form

Tired of paying for forms that are never returned? Now a use is only deducted when
you score and generate a report.

Send customized reminders with the click of a button

You can quickly send reminders to all your pending participants. To save even more time, you can have customized reminders
sent out automatically when an invitation has been pending for a pre-determined period.

Send assessment links directly from the portal

Send out multiple invitations—to teachers, students, and parents—all at once from the portal. Then next time you log in, you’ll
immediately see who has and hasn’t completed the assessment.

Never run out of forms again

With the click of a button, you can see your account balance. You can also have alerts sent to you whenever your balance falls
below a certain level.

Manage clients with ease

Our new client-management process allows you to enter a client and immediately conduct an assessment, all from the
same page.

Monitor your usage history with our new graph feature

To keep track of your assessment trends, we now offer charts and tables that break down your usage history by product and
form over the past 12 months. If you’re an administrator, you can quickly view product usage by one or all of your users.

Easily distribute forms to users

FAQ

If you’re an administrator, you easily allocate forms to users, OR you can turn on the “shared distribution” feature which gives
your users equal-access to the online forms. The choice is yours!

I’m a new online user. How do I get an MHS Online Assessment Center + account? Does it
cost anything to join?
When you purchase online forms for the listed products, you will automatically get free access to
the MHS Online Assessment Center +. A welcome email will be sent to you that includes a Getting
Started Guide and your log-in credentials.

FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS

What do you mean by a streamlined payment process?
Previously, you “used” a form when it was sent to a rater, whether they completed the
assessment or not. Now you can send as many forms as you want; a use is only deducted when
you generate a report.
Can I still generate a report from a paper form?
Of course! Simply log in to the Online Assessment Center + and select Enter Responses from
the Quick Tools list. You can then enter responses using your keyboard and immediately
generate a report.

New and forthcoming
Ortiz PVAT™:

Ortiz Picture Vocabulary
Acqusition Test™
The first receptive vocabulary assessment
that can be used to fairly and accurately
assess both English speakers and English
learners.

MHS.com/OrtizPVAT

Now
Available!

Order
today!

Assess performance validity
in youth in just 3-5 minutes
with five stand-alone tests

MHS.com/PdPVTS
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